November 2, 2009

Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary
Office of the Secretary
Federal Communications Commission
445 12th Street, SW Washington, DC  20554

Re: Withdrawal of a sentence from the Application of Convo Communications LLC for Certification of Eligibility for Compensation from the Interstate TRS Fund for Video Relay and Internet Relay Services.

Secretary Dortch:

Filed in electronic format to the FCC Electronic Comment Filling System the Withdrawal of a sentence of the Application of Convo Communications LLC for Telecommunications Relay Service Certification of Eligibility for Compensation from the Interstate TRS Fund. The sentence is found in II Description of Relay Services B) Operation Standards 2) Confidentiality and Conversation Content and the sentence to be withdrawn is:

“These exceptions, Convo believes, are necessary due to the visual nature of VRS whereby video interpreters can see VRS users and thus may be required to as compliance with existing federal laws the reporting of abuse observed by the VI.”

Respectfully Submitted,

Ed Bosson
Vice President of Regulatory Affairs
Convo Communications, LLC